Introduction and Hypothesis
===========================

Promoting pro-environmental behavior in individuals and organizations is key to addressing global environmental threats such as climate change, air pollution, and resource depletion. Academics and policymakers have tested a variety of instruments to induce people to behave more environmentally, ranging from traditional policy tools, like incentives and regulation, to softer behavioral interventions, like information provision and nudging. Evaluation of these policies must crucially keep into account not only their direct impact, but also their spillover effects on other pro-environmental behaviors ([@B77]; [@B18]; [@B15]; [@B29]; [@B61]). The overall impact of environmental policies will be positive only in so far that any direct effect, that they may have, will not be offset by compensating behaviors, either in other domains or for the same activity over time. In designing effective policies, regulators therefore need to know whether encouraging people to act pro-environmentally will generate positive or negative spillovers over time or in other domains.

Acting pro-environmentally is likely to generate positive returns in terms of self and social image ([@B44]; [@B3]; [@B30]). But what is the impact of positive self and social image on subsequent pro-environmental conduct? A related concept is environmental self-identity, defined as the extent, to which people see themselves as someone who behaves pro-environmentally ([@B81]). Environmental self-identity has been found to significantly correlate with pro-environmental behavior in a widespread set of domains, such as water and energy conservation, waste reduction, sustainable shopping, transportation and environmental activism ([@B11]; [@B9]; [@B21]; [@B52]; [@B82]; [@B79]; [@B28]; [@B56]).

Beyond a stable core that directly depends on values, identity can be manipulated to some extent. Namely, by reminding individuals of their past pro-environmental behaviors, it is possible to strengthen environmental self-identity ([@B12]; [@B78], [@B80],[@B81]). This methodology is grounded on self-perception theory, which states that "individuals come to know their own internal states by inferring them from observations of their own overt behavior" ([@B4], p. 2). Implied by this method is the presence of positive spillover effects: having engaged in past pro-environmental behaviors increases the likelihood that one will behave pro-environmentally also in the future. Hence, self-identity theories suggest not only that policies inducing pro-environmental acts will generate positive spillover effects through their impact on individuals' environmental self-identity; but also that environmental self-identity primes should be included in the design of environmental campaigns, as they may encourage many different pro-environmental actions. Given that self-identity can be activated by means of situational cues, it would be a simple and inexpensive component of policies aimed at fostering individuals to behave pro-environmentally. For instance, [@B70] suggest leveraging past commitment to environmental activities in the design of fundraising campaigns. Similarly, [@B80] argue that environmental policies could encourage consistency by placing billboards, commercials or reminders of previous engagement in pro-environmental deeds close to places where people make new environmental decisions.

Past moral actions have, however, also been found to discourage subsequent pro-environmental behaviors. In the environmental domain, negative spillover effects have been documented in water and energy consumption, purchase of green products, and cooperative decision-making ([@B74]; [@B60]; [@B45]; [@B75]). Negative spillover effects have also been detected by many studies on moral and prosocial behavior more in general, including charity support, blood donation, volunteering, and purchasing decisions ([@B67]; [@B49]; [@B40]; [@B37]; [@B47], [@B46]; [@B10]). One of the main explanations of the occurrence of negative spillovers is the moral credit model ([@B60]), which suggests that individuals establish a moral self-image throughout their lifespan. Hence, they perform compensatory reasoning and actions ([@B84]; [@B48]; [@B47]; [@B37]; [@B77]): when engaging in what is commonly perceived as a moral or ethical action, individuals experience an enhanced sense of morality, which provides them with moral credits. Such credits serve to offset subsequent immoral behaviors -- namely, moral licensing. In the same way, individuals act more morally when their moral self has been threatened by past immoral conduct -- namely, moral cleansing.

In summary, evidence and psychological explanations account for past moral behaviors increasing, as well as decreasing, future moral striving. Reconciling these two sets of evidence requires, in our opinion, to compare the costs associated with the moral action with the psychological costs of behavioral inconsistency. Pro-environmental and moral behaviors entail personal costs, which decrease the attractiveness of moral alternatives ([@B78]; [@B66]). The literature on behavioral consistency shows that manipulating the salience of past pro-environmental decisions can increase the psychological costs of acting inconsistently in subsequent decisions ([@B20]; [@B25]; [@B32]; [@B72]). The perception of the target behavior also features in this process of costs evaluation: evidence shows that, if the behavior is relatively unimportant to one's moral self, past moral deeds are more likely to provide moral credits rather than incentivizing behavioral consistency ([@B72]; [@B73]; [@B48]; [@B56]). Therefore, if past behaviors are central to the self, the discomfort of acting inconsistently can loom larger than the costs of behaving pro-environmentally.

The current work aims at testing the sign of spillover effects from self-identity priming with a heterogeneous sample and in an incentive compatible way. We conduct two studies with subjects recruited from an online labor platform.^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^ In both studies, we observe how priming environmental self-identity affects subsequent costly donation decisions to an environmental NGO, and investigate sources of heterogeneity in participants' reaction to priming. We investigate the impact on the sign and magnitude of spillovers of combining self-identity priming with social information (Study 1), and goal commitment (Study 2). We select these two nudges not only because they are among the most popular behavioral policies, but also because existing theories point to social information and goal commitment as two potential levers capable of offsetting moral licensing. As for social information, others' social behavior can signal one's moral incompleteness or can correct the misperception of unbalanced contribution to the common cause ([@B38]; [@B33]; [@B73]; [@B37]). Goal commitment shapes induces individuals to interpret previous behaviors as evidence of commitment toward an overarching goal, and motivates them to persist in its attainment ([@B17]; [@B64]; [@B25]; [@B26]; [@B51]).

In both studies, priming self-identity does not result in positive spillovers. Rather, individuals who are more used to perform pro-environmental behaviors are not affected by the priming, whereas remaining subjects display consistency in failing to act pro-environmentally and display negative cross-behavioral spillovers. Finally, we observe differences in the ability of different nudges to offset the undesired behavior: social information offsets the negative spillovers, whereas goal commitment amplifies them.

Our study makes two main contributions to the literature. First, we provide clean evidence on the impact of environmental identity priming on incentivized behavior. Previous studies reporting positive spillovers from reminding individuals of their past pro-environmental behaviors mainly relied on self-reported measures ([@B12]; [@B78], [@B80],[@B81]), or behaviors that required little or no effort or cost ([@B12]; [@B81]). Given our view that consistency with one's moral self is a matter of balancing the psychological costs of behavioral inconsistency against the costs of behaving morally, identifying behavioral outcomes that are both directly observable and costly appears critical for testing rigorously and meaningfully the sign of spillovers. We can thus investigate whether the sign of spillover effects differs between our studies and previous ones using less demanding or self-reported tasks as outcomes.

Second, we complement self-identity priming with other common behavioral measures. As behavioral interventions become increasingly popular, individuals are likely to be subject to multiple nudges. However, so far little research exists on the combined effect of different behavioral interventions ([@B6]). Since nudges leverage on individuals' psychology and behavioral fallacies, policy makers should pay attention to the unintended interplays that can occur between the different tools. Indeed, our results illustrate that goal commitment, a behavioral policy that is commonly recommended to prevent moral licensing ([@B24]; [@B25]; [@B50]), does not achieve the same effect when implemented together with identity priming. Moreover, we identify an innovative strategy to tackle negative spillover effects: in spite of the overarching evidence that social influence affects individuals' behaviors in a widespread range of domains, such as waste prevention, energy and water saving, towel reuse in hotels, and technology adoption (e.g., [@B62]; [@B63]; [@B31]; [@B53]; [@B1]; [@B19]; [@B54]; [@B76]; [@B34]), to our knowledge, it has not yet been implemented as way to prevent negative spillover. Not only we prove that social information effectively addresses their occurrence, but also provide preliminary evidence on why this happens. Our findings suggest that the negative effect resulting from identity manipulation is likely to be caused by contribution ethic, whereby one refrains from a moral action because of the perception of having "already done one's own fair share" ([@B38]; [@B33]; [@B73]). Therefore, providing the information that also other individuals contribute to the common good alleviates this feeling and allows to offsets the negative spillover.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. We describe the experimental design and the results of Study 1 in Section 2, and of Study 2 in Section 3. Section "General Discussion" proposes a discussion of the findings of the two studies, and their implications. Section "Conclusion" concludes.

Study 1
=======

Materials and Methods {#s1}
---------------------

### Participants and Procedure

We recruited respondents on the online platform Prolific Academic, a United Kingdom platform giving access to a predominantly European pool of users. In total, 397 subjects completed the experiment. Each participant received a participation fee of £1 and could earn up to £1 as an additional bonus, depending on her decision within the experiment. Namely, subjects decided how much of the £1 bonus, if any, to donate to an environmental organization. The donation was then deducted from the bonus when computing participants' final payoff. The decision to donate and the donation amount are our main outcome variables.

Before making the donation decision, subjects were randomly assigned to experimental conditions in a two (identity priming versus control) by two (social information versus control) between subjects design. Thus, the four experimental conditions allow to observe, relative to the control group, the impact of providing the identity prime and social information in isolation, and combined. Namely, we first assigned half of the subjects to receive the identity prime. Immediately after, we measured their environmental self-identity to perform a manipulation check, i.e., to test that the prime indeed had the intended effect. Next, half of the subjects from both the identity prime and control groups were randomly assigned to the social information treatment. Only then, all subjects made the donation decision. The experiment ended with a brief survey, including questions on environmental values. The last screen provided information on subjects' payoff and on how to receive it. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the experimental protocol for Study 1, which is reported in full in the [Supplementary Material](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} available online.

![Study 1 experimental protocol.](fpsyg-10-00061-g001){#F1}

### Materials

#### Treatment 1: identity priming

In order to prime environmental self-identity, we followed the methodology introduced by [@B12]. The adoption of this priming method has been found to be correlated with higher levels of self-reported environmental self-identity among experimental subjects ([@B78], [@B81]). Specifically, we primed environmental self-identity by asking subjects how frequently they engaged in eight pro-environmental behaviors. Answers ranged on a 5-point scale between "Never" and "Always." The pro-environmental behaviors included in the priming exercise must be common across different countries, so that most subjects in our sample would infer a positive self-identity from their own affirmative answers to the priming questions. We thus selected the behaviors to be included in the priming exercise among the ones most commonly performed by respondents in a series of international studies, namely from Belgium ([@B12]), the Netherlands ([@B78], [@B81]) and United States ([@B27]). [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} reports the resulting set of eight actions and the average frequency of engagement among participants assigned to the priming treatment: the actions span a broad range of settings, from energy saving, to recycling, to transport and purchasing choices, and are indeed frequently performed by participants assigned to the identity prime conditions.

###### 

Actions included in the environmental priming exercise and frequency of reported engagement, Study 1.

  Action                                                                                         *M*     *SD*
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- -------
  I turn off the lights when no one is in the room                                               4.322   0.869
  I do not throw litter on the street                                                            4.573   0.966
  I recycle newspapers, glass, aluminum, motor oil, or other items                               3.794   1.190
  I turn off electrical appliances (to save energy)                                              3.834   1.043
  I move around by bike and/or public transportation                                             3.216   1.359
  I buy a less polluting product if there is a choice in the shop                                3.095   1.157
  I use reusable shopping bags at grocery stores instead of the standard plastic or paper bags   3.769   0.653
  I leave a clean spot after a picnic                                                            4.653   0.762
  Total                                                                                          3.907   0.622
  Number of observations: identity priming and identity priming plus social information          203     

Participants assigned to the *No identity prime* conditions had to report how often they performed a different set of eight behaviors, unrelated to the environment (e.g., "I read the newspaper").

#### Treatment 2: social information

We implemented the social information treatment by providing information to subjects on the willingness to donate to the same environmental organization expressed by other users of the online platform. The pilot study was conducted before the main study and with different participants. Prior to Study 1, and with different participants, we conducted a pilot study on Prolific Academic, where we asked participants how much of their participation payment they would be willing to donate to WWF.^[2](#fn02){ref-type="fn"}^ Out of the 85 subjects recruited for the pilot, 72.9% claimed to be willing to make a donation if given a chance, with an average hypothetical donation amount of £0.2, corresponding to 40% of the participation payment. We provided this figure in the social information treatment, by telling subjects that "Last week, we conducted a similar survey on Prolific: participants were willing to donate on average 40% of their bonus to WWF UK." This treatment draws from prior research on social information, showing how individuals tend to comply with behaviors that are perceived to be common among others from their same social environment ([@B31]).

Subjects in the *No social information* conditions did not receive any information while making the donation decision.

### Measures

#### Manipulation check: environmental self-identity

Consistent with previous studies measuring environmental self-identity ([@B78]), we used three items: (a) "Acting environmentally friendly is an important part of who I am"; (b) "I am the type of person who acts environmentally friendly"; and (c) "I see myself as an environmentally friendly person" (Cronbach α = 0.91, *M* = 5.306, *SD* = 1.122). Respondents answered on a 7-point scale from "Completely disagree" to "Completely agree." We construct an index of environmental self-identity by taking the unweighted average of the three questions.

#### Donation to an environmental organization

We measure pro-environmental behavior using an incentivized decision, namely donation of (any part of) the £1 bonus to WWF UK. We elicited the donation decision through an open question, so that participants could enter any amount between £0 and £1, with two decimals allowed. The beneficiary environmental organization was selected with the aim of maximizing its appeal to a wide audience: WWF UK is well known both in the United Kingdom and internationally, and is widely perceived as being politically neutral ([@B13]; [@B57]; [@B68]).

#### Universalistic values

The literature on environmental self-identity models it as deriving from two main sources: past pro-environmental behaviors and values ([@B79]). We thus collected measures of universalistic values, in order to control for them in the empirical analysis. We used three survey questions from the European Social Survey ([@B16]), asking respondents how much they felt similar to the individual described in different statements. The three statements we used to measure universalistic values are: (a) "It is important to this person that every person in the world is treated equally; everyone should have equal opportunities in life"; (b) "It is important to this person to listen to people who are different from him/her; even in case of disagreement, this person wants to understand them"; and (c) "This person strongly believes that people should care for nature. Looking after the environment is important to this person" (α = 0.62, *M* = 0.591, *SD* = 0.595). We construct an index of environmental values by taking the unweighted average of the three questions.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

This section reports results of the analysis of the experimental data. We outline here the main steps we followed in the empirical analysis.

First, we investigate treatment effects on environmental self-identity. Namely, we use the data from the manipulation check on environmental self-identity to test whether the identity prime indeed had its intended effect.

We then study treatment effects on donation. We adopt different characterizations of the donation decision: first, we consider the overall average donation, including £0 donation amounts; second, we distinguish between the extensive margin, i.e., the decision of whether to donate or not, from the intensive margin, i.e., the choice of donation amount conditional on having donated. We use OLS regressions when the dependent variable is the donation amount and logit regressions when the outcome is an indicator equal to one if a positive donation is made.

In order to test whether the identity prime affects behavior through its influence on environmental self-identity, we follow the literature ([@B58]) and conduct mediated regression analysis. As recommended in the literature, we implement the mediation analysis through a total of 5,000 bootstrap samples, with 95% bias corrected and accelerated confidence intervals.

Finally, we examine a source of heterogeneity in treatment effects: prior pro-environmental behavior. It is likely that the impact of the prime depends on the number of environmental behaviors, asked about in the prime, that the individual actually performs. Since the rationale behind the prime relies on the assumption that claiming to perform regularly several pro-environmental behaviors will boost environmental self-identity, it is plausible that the prime will not affect the identity of individuals, who do not perform those behaviors frequently. We thus classify individuals depending on whether their reported engagement with the pro-environmental behaviors, listed in the prime, is above or below the median level of engagement in the sample. We define below median performers as the *Low frequency* group, and the above median ones as *High frequency* group and test whether the identity prime has a different impact on these two sets of subjects. Since engagement is not randomly allocated, but is likely to depend, among other things, on environmental values; and given that environmental values are also likely to independently influence the dependent variables, identity and donation, we control for them in the heterogeneity analysis.

Results
-------

### Sample Characteristics

Overall, participants are aged between 18 and 73, 44% of them are female, 56% have university-level education and their average household income is between £2,000 and £3,000. Of the final sample, the identity priming only group comprises 95 participants (44 female); aged between 19 and 63; and 64% have completed a university-level qualification. The group exposed both to identity priming and social information comprises 104 participants (46 female); age ranges from 18 to 61; and 49% have completed a university-level qualification. The social information only group comprises 95 participants (39 female); aged between 18 and 58; with 59% of them having university-level qualification. Finally, the control group comprises 103 participants (48 female) with age ranging from 18 to 73; and 54% of them with university-level qualification. [Supplementary Table S1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, available in the online appendix, reports summary statistics and balance tests.

### Impact of Identity Priming on Donation

Overall, subjects donated on average £0.27. This is in line with previous studies on contribution to charities, where participants donated around a third of their endowment ([@B5]; [@B10]). [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} reports the distribution of donation per experimental condition: across conditions, the distribution has a mode at £0, with smaller modes at £0.5 and £1.

![Distribution of donation per experimental condition, Study 1. IP, identity priming; SI, social information; IP -- SI, identity priming and social information. Dashed line represents mean value.](fpsyg-10-00061-g002){#F2}

Our identity priming is successful: participants reminded of their past pro-environmental behaviors exhibit a stronger environmental self-identity compared to the control group (Column 1, [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).^[3](#fn03){ref-type="fn"}^ Further, environmental self-identity is correlated to donation: the stronger environmental self-identity, the higher the average donation (*B* = 0.053, *p* \< 0.01). This effect is due to the link between identity and donation on the extensive margin (*B* = 0.376, *p* \< 0.01), while there is not a significant correlation on the intensive margin (*B* = 0.002, *p* \> 0.10).

###### 

Effect of identity priming and social information in Study 1.

                      \(1\) Identity   \(2\) Average donation   \(3\) Extensive margin   \(4\) Intensive margin                                       
  ------------------- ---------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------- ------- ------------- -------
  IP                  0.242\*\*        0.112                    --0.069                  0.053                    --0.264       0.296   --0.083       0.078
  SI                                                            0.051                    0.053                    0.477\*       0.288   --0.053       0.070
  IP^∗^SI                                                       0.037                    0.074                    0.316         0.410   0.007         0.102
  Const               5.186\*\*\*      0.079                    0.266\*\*\*              0.036                    --0.414\*\*   0.201   0.668\*\*\*   0.052
  Obs                 397                                       397                                               397                   177           
  *R*^2^              0.012                                     0.014                                                                   0.021         
  Adj *R*^2^          0.009                                     0.006                                                                   0.004         
  Log Likelihood                                                                                                  --267.651                           
  Akaike Inf. Crit.                                                                                               543.3                               
  *F*                 4.61^∗∗^         1.794                                                                      1.258                               

Linear regression (Columns 1, 2, and 4). Logit regression (Column 3). IP denotes the identity priming treatment, SI denotes the social information treatment. Standard errors reported in the SE(B) columns.

∗

significant at 10%;

∗∗

significant at 5%;

∗∗∗

significant at 1%.

In spite of this positive correlation, the overall effect of the identity prime on donation is negative (Columns 2--4, [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), indicating no positive spillovers from prior pro-environmental behaviors to donation. Considering the effect of the prime on all participants exposed to the treatment, we find that, compared to the control group, the negative effect is significant only on the intensive margin (*B* = -0.112, *p* \< 0.10). Similarly, Anderson Darling test reveals no differences between the distribution of average donation between participants in control and in identity only groups ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To test whether the identity manipulation influenced average donation through its effect on environmental self-identity, we conduct mediation analysis.^[4](#fn04){ref-type="fn"}^ We detect partial and inconsistent mediation effects ([@B43]): while average indirect effects are positive (*B* = 0.013, *p* \< 0.10), the average direct effect is negative (*B* = -0.061, *p* \< 0.10). These results suggest that reminding people of their past pro-environmental behaviors strengthens their self-identity, which, in turn, is positively related to donation. Nevertheless, for a given level of environmental self-identity, individuals donate less in the identity prime than in the control condition.

### Heterogeneous Effects of Identity Priming

We now test whether the impact of the identity prime depends on the reported frequency of engagement in the environmental behaviors included in the manipulation. Consistent with the goal of the prime, these behaviors are indeed common among participants, with the median level of engagement across all behaviors equal to four (very frequently) on a five-point scale. Universalistic values predict whether a participant is classified in the *Low* or *High* group (*B* = 0.202, *p* \< 0.01). They also predict environmental identity (*B* = 0.829, *p* \< 0.01), as well as donation (*B* = 0.144, *p* \< 0.01). Universalistic values, however, are not influenced by identity priming (*B* = 0.084, *p* \> 0.10). Therefore, to have a clean effect of the number of behaviors recalled with respect to environmental values, we control for them in the regressions.

In order to explore heterogeneity of treatment effects by prior engagement with the behaviors, [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows separate regressions on self-identity and donation, among subjects in the *Low frequency* (Panel A) and in the *High frequency* (Panel B) groups. As hypothesized, the effect of the prime depends on reported frequency of engagement with the environmental behaviors. The impact on environmental self-identity increases in the number of behaviors: relative to the control group, only those in the *High frequency* group display higher self-identity (Panel B, Column 1), while negative but no significant effect is observed among *Low frequency* subjects (Panel A, Column 1). Both groups display lower donation levels compared to the control group, even though the negative impact is significant only in the *Low frequency* condition (Panel A, Columns 2--4).

###### 

Effect of identity priming and social information for Low frequency **(A)** and High frequency **(B)** groups in Study 1.

                           \(1\) Identity   \(2\) Average donation   \(3\) Extensive margin   \(4\) Intensive margin                                         
  ------------------------ ---------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------------- ------- ------------- -------
  **(A) Low frequency**                                                                                                                                      
  IP                       --0.194          0.126                    --0.155\*\*              0.121                    --0.757\*       0.814   --0.299\*\*   0.118
  SI                                                                 0.038                    0.064                    0.427           0.437   --0.058       0.068
  IP^∗^SI                                                            0.078                    0.087                    0.534           0.194   0.212         0.143
  Univ                     0.745\*\*\*      0.085                    0.132\*\*\*              0.029                    0.774\*\*\*     0.300   0.108\*\*     0.047
  Const                    2.193\*\*\*      0.079                    --0.255                  0.121                    --3.517\*\*\*           0.215         0.203
  Obs                      292                                       292                                               292                     122           
  *R*^2^                   0.225                                     0.105                                                                     0.101         
  Adj *R*^2^               0.219                                     0.092                                                                     0.071         
  Log Likelihood                                                                                                       --184.152                             
  Akaike Inf. Crit.                                                                                                    378.304                               
  *F*                      41.912^∗∗^       8.395^∗∗∗^                                        3.304^∗∗^                                                      
  **(B) High frequency**                                                                                                                                     
  IP                       0.507\*\*\*                               --0.027                  0.065                    --0.103         0.353   --0.022       0.087
  SI                                                                 0.037                    0.054                    0.428           0.296   --0.057       0.070
  IP^∗^SI                                                            0.023                    0.023                    0.357           0.502   --0.047       0.114
  Univ                     0.769\*\*\*                               0.138\*\*\*              0.035                    0.743\*\*\*     0.202   0.079         0.057
  Const                    2.095\*\*\*                               --0.281\*                0.143                    --3.939\*\*\*   0.845   0.336         0.215
  Obs                      303                                       303                                               303                     145           
  *R*^2^                   0.299                                     0.056                                                                     0.032         
  Adj *R*^2^               0.294                                     0.044                                                                     0.005         
  Log Likelihood                                                                                                       --198.261                             
  Akaike Inf. Crit.                                                                                                    406.521                               
  *F*                      63.990^∗∗∗^      4.447^∗∗∗^                                        1.169                                                          

Linear regression (Columns 1, 2, and 4). Logit regression (Column 3). IP denotes the identity priming treatment, SI denotes the social information treatment, Univ denotes universalistic values. Standard errors reported in the SE(B) columns.

∗

significant at 10%;

∗∗

significant at 5%;

∗∗∗

significant at 1%.

Additional analysis, reported in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} of the online [Supplementary Material](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, confirms the statistical significance of the heterogeneity results. Namely, we pool the entire sample and regress experimental outcomes on the identity priming dummy and its interaction with an indicator for *High Frequency* subjects. The coefficient on the interaction term is statistically significant in the regressions featuring environmental identity, average donation and the probability to donate as dependent variables.

### Impact of Integration of Identity Priming and Social Information on Donation

Consistent with previous studies, the social information treatment has a positive impact on donation: exposing participants to others' moral behavior results in higher average donation (Column 2, [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Distinguishing between the extensive and intensive margin, we see that social information positively and significantly affects the probability to make a positive donation (Column 3, [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), and negatively the amount donated conditional on making a positive donation (Column 4, [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Moreover, the positive sign of the interaction term between the self-identity and social information treatments indicates that social information offsets the negative impact on donation of the self-identity prime; the lack of significance shows that the combined effect is roughly consistent with an additive effect of the two stimuli. This additive effect results in significant higher regression coefficient for the joint identity-social treatment compared to the identity only condition, both for average donation (*p* \< 0.10) and for likelihood to donate (*p* \< 0.01). Additionally, Anderson Darling test shows that the two samples belong to different distributions (*p* \< 0.01) ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion
----------

In Study 1, we show that reminding individuals of their past pro-environmental behaviors results in higher reported environmental self-identity, and that higher self-identity is positively correlated to pro-environmental action within the experiment. However, we also show that the overall impact of priming self-identity on subsequent behavior is negative, although not significantly so. Mediation analysis reveals the mechanism underlying this effect: whereas identity priming has an indirect positive effect on donation through environmental self-identity, it also directly negatively affects donation. The negative coefficient on the priming treatment indicator indicates that no positive spillovers from past to future environmental behaviors occur within our experiment, and are at prima facie suggestive of the presence of moral licensing ([@B40]; [@B60]): remembering past pro-environmental behaviors provides participants with moral credits, which legitimate them to contribute less in the subsequent environmental decision.

Heterogeneity analysis, however, tells a different story. The identity prime does not have the same effect on all subjects. Namely, it increases environmental self-identity, relative to the control, only among subjects who engage in the behaviors contained in the prime on a recurring basis. If moral licensing were at work, we would expect negative spillovers from the prime to be most pronounced among highly engaged participants. On the contrary, it is unengaged subjects, who experience a decrease in self-identity as a result of the prime, who drive the negative overall impact of identity priming on donation. It is important to highlight, however, that, even among highly engaged subjects, the identity priming does not lead to positive spillovers: donation levels among the most engaged participants are still lower than those of control group subjects.

We identify a way to mitigate the negative spillovers from the identity prime, i.e., social information. Making others' moral behavior salient encourages individuals to act in a norm-consistent way. Negative spillovers from the prime are completely offset by social information: when the two treatments are combined, average donation is not significantly different from that in the control group. Two alternative psychological mechanisms may explain this result. On the one hand, the effect of social information may be driven by the threat to one's moral self, coming from not complying with others' moral behavior. On the other hand, contribution ethic would explain why the perception of having done one's share, fostered by the identity prime, is offset by the realization that others have also contributed to the common good.

In order to disentangle the effect of these two psychological mechanisms, and to provide clear explanation of why social information neutralizes negative spillover, in Study 2 we further investigate how past pro-environmental deeds affect subsequent behaviors depending on the prevalent conduct in a reference group. We argue that, if contribution ethic is the main driver of the behavior we observe in Study 1, then the identity prime will lead to a stronger anchoring between own and others' pro-environmental decisions. The causal link goes as follows: reminding individuals of their past pro-environmental behaviors makes them feel more strongly to have already contributed enough to the common good; this feeling then makes them anchor their subsequent behavior more to the social norm. Namely, for others' low levels of contribution, they feel justified to make smaller contributions than in the absence of the prime; while for others' high levels of contribution, the realization that others are also doing their share neutralizes the negative spillover. Therefore, we expect the identity prime to increase the share of individuals behaving as conditional cooperators, if contribution ethic is at work.

We designed Study 2 to collect further evidence on the sign of spillover effects, to identify the mechanism behind them and to rule out alternative explanations for their occurrence. First, we replicate the identity prime treatment of Study 1. Second, to test whether contribution ethics can explain the combined effect of identity priming and social information, we elicit donation decisions both in terms of unconditional donation, and of donation conditional on other subjects' donation level. This allows us to investigate treatment effects on the full donation profile and to investigate whether the identity prime fosters conditional cooperation. Third, as we did not observe positive spillover even among highly engaged subjects, we try to investigate whether the lack of spillovers is due to the weak link, generated by the identity prime, between past deeds and one's moral self. We do so by augmenting the identity prime with a goal commitment exercise, another common behavioral policy. As previous experiments, we implement goal commitment with an attribution recall task ([@B50]). We believe attribution recall to be an effective strategy to increase the connection between simple past pro-environmental behaviors and one's moral self, because it requires subjects to make the moral drivers behind their past behaviors explicit.

In sum, Study 2 extends Study 1 in two ways. First, we test whether goal commitment is an effective strategy to promote positive spillover effects. Second, we elicit participants' donation decisions as unconditional and conditional to others' donation.

Study 2
=======

Materials and Methods {#s2}
---------------------

### Participants and Procedure

We conducted Study 2 on the same online platform, and using the same payment scheme, as Study 1, but with a different sample. In total, 471 Prolific Academic users completed the experiment. Participants were randomly assigned to the treatments in a between subjects design. The experimental protocol differs from that of Study 1 under three respects. First, since the goal commitment treatment builds on the identity prime one, and can therefore be administered only to subjects who received the identity prime, Study 2 features 3 experimental conditions: control, identity prime only and identity prime plus goal commitment. Second, we elicit the donation decision both as unconditional donation amount (unconditional donation), and as a profile of donation amounts, conditional on all the possible levels of average donation by the other participants in the experiment (conditional donation). Third, since the instructions for the donation task are longer than in Study 1, the post-donation survey begins with the questions on environmental values. The [Supplementary Material](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} available online reports the entire text of Study 2 instructions.

### Materials

#### Treatment 1: identity priming

Identity priming takes place in the same way as in Study 1. [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows that, consistent with Study 1, the eight pro-environmental behaviors are common among the Study 2 sample.

###### 

Actions included in the environmental priming exercise and frequency of reported engagement, Study 2.

  Action                                                                                         *M*     *SD*
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- -------
  I turn off the lights when no one is in the room                                               4.271   0.791
  I do not throw litter on the street                                                            4.526   1.029
  I recycle newspapers, glass, aluminum, motor oil, or other items                               3.942   1.096
  I turn off electrical appliances (to save energy)                                              3.842   1.038
  I move around by bike and/or public transportation                                             2.977   1.406
  I buy a less polluting product if there is a choice in the shop                                2.974   1.114
  I use reusable shopping bags at grocery stores instead of the standard plastic or paper bags   3.878   1.230
  I leave a clean spot after a picnic                                                            4.700   0.708
  Total                                                                                          3.877   0.551
  Number observations: identity priming and identity priming plus goal commitment                310     

#### Treatment 2: goal commitment

Drawing from previous research ([@B50]), we activate participants' focus on goal commitment by asking them to recall and list three reasons why they performed the pro-environmental behaviors reported in identity priming. We framed the task in the form of an open-ended question, and participants were provided with three boxes to write the attributions.

### Measures

#### Manipulation check: environmental self-identity

We measure environmental self-identity with the same items as in Study 1. Items form a reliable scale (Cronbach α = 0.91, *M* = 5.317, *SD* = 1.100).

#### Environmental attributions recalled

We classify the reasons, listed by subjects in the goal commitment exercise, as driven by environmental motives or not, and count the number of environmental attributions mentioned by each participant. This variable ranges between 0 and 3.

#### Universalistic values

Universalistic values are measured with the same items as in Study 1. Items form a consistent scale (Cronbach α = 0.62, *M* = 0.605, *SD* = 0.578).

#### Donation to an environmental organization

As in Study 1, we asked respondents whether they wanted to donate any part of the additional bonus of £1 to WWF UK. In addition to this, we used the strategy method to elicit donation amounts as a function of other subjects' average donation. We implemented the strategy method as follows: after entering the unconditional donation, subjects filled a "contribution table," where they had to indicate, for each of the 11 possible amounts donated on average by other participants (in £0.1 increments), how much they were willing to donate to WWF UK ([@B23]). We randomized whether others' donation was displayed in increasing or decreasing order to prevent anchoring effects. To ensure incentive compatibility and provide a motivation to take both the unconditional and conditional decisions seriously, we told participants that each of them had the same probability to be drawn as the payoff relevant one at the end of the experiment. This means that half of the participants paid according to their unconditional donation. The average donation amount by this group of subjects determined the payoff of subjects paid according to their conditional donation amount.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

We adopt the same empirical strategy as in Study 1 to investigate treatment effects on identity and unconditional donation. To this, we add the analysis of treatment effects on conditional donation. We classify subjects' donation profiles according to the types identified by the literature on conditional cooperation ([@B23]). To this end, as in [@B23], we compute Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between own and other's donation: among coefficients significant at the 5% level, we classify positive ones as identifying conditional cooperators and negative ones as denoting anti-cooperators. Subjects, whose conditional donations are not influenced by others' choices, are classified as unconditional contributors. We use visual inspection to classify hump-shaped conditional donation profiles, and to assign the remaining profiles to the existing categories, whenever possible. To take into account the multiple observations generated by the strategy method for each subject, when investigating treatment effects on conditional donation, we run a mixed model with random effects at individual level.^[5](#fn05){ref-type="fn"}^

Results
-------

### Sample Characteristics

Participants in Study 2 are aged between 18 and 79 years old, 52% are female, 58% have university-level education, and their average household income is between £3,000 and £5,000. Of the final sample of 471^[6](#fn06){ref-type="fn"}^, the identity priming group comprises 156 participants (77 female); age ranges from 19 to 79; and 61% has completed a university-level qualification. The group exposed both to identity priming and social information comprises 154 participants (83 female); age ranges from 18 to 69; and 55% has completed a university-level qualification. The control group comprises 161 participants (89 female); age ranges from 18 to 63; 59% has completed a university-level qualification. The average household income for all groups is between £3,000 and £5,000. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, available in the online [Supplementary Material](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, reports summary statistics and balance test for the Study 2 sample.

### Impact of Identity Priming on Donation

The overall average unconditional donation is £0.4 out of £1, slightly higher compared to Study 1 (*t*-test, *p* \< 0.01) and to previous studies ([@B5]; [@B10]). Relative to Study 1, the distribution of donation in all three treatments displays a less pronounced mode at 0, and larger shares of subjects contributing half and all of the bonus ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We can only speculate on the possible causes of the difference between Study 1 and Study 2 donation patterns, since the two studies were conducted months apart, with different samples and using slightly different protocols. One reason for the difference may lie in the higher household income level of Study 2 participants (*t*-test, *p* \< 0.01), as previous studies found a positive relationship between income and charity support ([@B42]), as well as between income and pro-environmental behaviors ([@B8]).

![Distribution of donation per experimental condition, Study 2. IP, identity priming; IP -- GC, identity priming and goal commitment. Dashed lines represent mean values.](fpsyg-10-00061-g003){#F3}

The results on the identity prime in Study 2 are broadly consistent with those from Study 1. First, environmental self-identity is significantly higher among subjects exposed to identity priming (Column 1, [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}).^[7](#fn07){ref-type="fn"}^ Second, participants who report higher environmental self-identity donate more (*B* = 0.070, *p* \< 0.01), both on the extensive (*B* = 0.357, *p* \< 0.01) and on the intensive margins (*B* = 0.053, *p* \< 0.01). Third, the effect of the identity prime on unconditional donation is always not statistically significant, and generally negative (Columns 2--4, [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Also, when comparing donation levels of all the participants exposed to identity priming with the control group, we find no difference for any formulation of the dependent variable. In addition, the distribution of average donation in identity priming only does not differ with the one of the control group (Anderson Darling test, *p* \> 0.10). We can thus exclude that the prime had a positive or negative effect on unconditional donation: no positive spillovers nor moral licensing appear to occur within Study 2. Results of mediation analysis are also consistent with Study 1: average indirect effects are positive and significant (*B* = 0.027, *p* \< 0.01), while the average direct effect is negative but not significant (*B* = -0.043, *p* \> 0.10). Even if this pattern is qualitatively in line with Study 1, in Study 2 the average direct effect is weaker. Hence, also in Study 2 our results suggest that reminding individuals of their past pro-environmental behaviors strengthens their environmental self-identity, which, in turn, is positively related to donation. Nonetheless, even in the presence of a weaker negative direct effect, the positive indirect effect of priming identity does not induce an increase in subsequent pro-environmental behavior.

###### 

Effect of the self-identity prime and goal commitment in Study 2.

                      \(1\) Identity   \(2\) Average donation   \(3\) Extensive margin   \(4\) Intensive margin                                       
  ------------------- ---------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------- ------- ------------- -------
  IP                  0.375\*\*\*      0.123                    --0.004                  0.041                    0.062         0.803   --0.015       0.042
  IP - GC                              0.122                    --0.028                  0.041                    --0.045       0.250   --0.033       0.042
  Const               5.070\*\*\*      0.086                    0.407\*\*\*              0.029                    0.886\*\*\*   0.173   0.575\*\*\*   0.029
  Obs                 471                                       471                                               471                   334           
  *R*^2^              0.026                                     0.002                                                                   0.002         
  Adj *R*^2^          0.024                                     --0.004                                                                 --0.004       
  Log Likelihood                                                                                                  --283.887                           
  Akaike Inf. Crit.                                                                                               573.77                              
  *F*                 12.59^∗∗∗^       1.794                                                                      0.311                               

Linear regression (Columns 1, 2, and 4). Logit regression (Column 3). IP denotes the identity priming treatment, GC stands for goal commitment. Standard errors reported in the SE(B) columns.

∗

significant at 10%;

∗∗

significant at 5%;

∗∗∗

significant at 1%.

### Heterogeneous Effects of Identity Priming

We now turn to the study of heterogeneous treatment effects on the basis of subjects' reported level of engagement with the behaviors listed in the identity prime. As in Study 1, the median subject reported to perform 4 out of 5 behaviors. Again, universalistic values act as potential confounder by predicting whether a participant is in the *Low* or *High frequency* group (*B* = 0.139, *p* \< 0.05), and the dependent variables: environmental identity (*B* = 0.891, *p* \< 0.01), as well as donation (*B* = 0.173, *p* \< 0.01). Universalistic values are balanced among the experimental conditions (*B* = 0.029, *p* \> 0.10), so that they can be used as control.

[Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"} reports regressions on the dependent variables, distinguishing between the *Low frequency* (Panel A) and the *High frequency* (Panel B) groups. In line with Study 1, participants' reaction to the identity manipulation differs depending on prior engagement: compared to the control group, environmental self-identity is higher only among subjects in the *High frequency* group (Panel B, Column 1). As for donation, even not significantly, the *Low* and the *High frequency* groups show opposite effects: compared to the control group, below-median participants display lower, whilst above-median higher donation (Columns 2--4).

###### 

Effect of identity priming and goal commitment for *Low frequency* **(A)** and *High frequency* **(B)** groups in Study 2.

                                  \(1\) Identity   \(2\) Average donation   \(3\) Extensive margin   \(4\) Intensive margin                                         
  ------------------------------- ---------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ --------------- ------- ------------- -------
  **(A) Low frequency**                                                                                                                                             
  IP                              0.129            0.107                    --0.039                  0.047                    --0.196         0.309   --0.022       0.051
  IP-GC                                                                     --0.091\*                0.047                    --0.230         0.308   --0.074       0.148
  Univ                            0.827\*\*\*      0.081                    0.189\*\*\*              0.0029                   0.940\*\*\*     0.202   0.146\*\*\*   0.034
  Const                           1.745\*\*\*      0.334                    --0.352\*\*\*            0.118                    --2.813\*\*\*   0.805   --0.038       0.147
  Obs                             312                                       312                                               312                     211           
  *R*^2^                          0.252                                     0.139                                                                     0.101         
  Adj *R*^2^                      0.247                                     0.131                                                                     0.088         
  Log Likelihood                                                                                                              --183.673                             
  Akaike Inf. Crit.                                                                                                           375.347                               
  *F*                             51.205^∗∗∗^      16.576^∗∗∗^                                       7.785^∗∗∗^                                                     
  **Panel (B): High frequency**                                                                                                                                     
  IP                              0.550\*\*\*      0.103                    0.019                    0.049                    0.246           0.346   0.000         0.049
  IP-GC                                                                     0.029                    0.049                    0.100           0.329   0.027         0.049
  Univ                            0.895\*\*\*      0.075                    0.166\*\*\*              0.029                    1.062\*\*\*     0.205   0.086\*\*     0.034
  Const                           1.474\*\*\*      0.311                    --0.260\*\*              0.122                    --3.287\*\*\*   0.815   0.213         0.146
  Obs                             320                                       320                                               320                     237           
  *R*^2^                          0.375                                     0.096                                                                     0.029         
  Adj *R*^2^                      0.371                                     0.088                                                                     0.016         
  Log Likelihood                                                                                                              --166.939                             
  Akaike Inf. Crit.                                                                                                           341.878                               
  *F*                             95.06^∗∗∗^       11.238^∗∗∗^                                       2.284^∗^                                                       

Linear regression (Columns 1, 2, and 4). Logit regression (Column 3). IP denotes the identity priming treatment, GC denotes the goal commitment treatment, Univ denotes universalistic values. Standard errors reported in the SE(B) columns.

∗

significant at 10%;

∗∗

significant at 5%;

∗∗∗

significant at 1%.

These results are confirmed when we investigate heterogeneous treatment effects on the full sample. [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} of the online [Supplementary Material](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows a statistically significant and positive interaction term between our prime and the dummy *High Frequency* only when predicting environmental self-identity, but not for donation.

### Impact of Integration of Goal Commitment and Identity Priming on Donation

In contrast with our hypothesis, augmenting the identity prime with the goal commitment exercise does not affect the sign, magnitude or statistical significance of the spillover effects of past pro-environmental behavior: participants exposed to both treatments donate less, even if not significantly so, than those in the identity prime only group (Columns 2--4, [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Similarly, no difference is observed between the distribution of donation in the identity prime only and when combined with goal commitment (Anderson-Darling test: *p* \> 0.10) ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

We exploit data from the goal commitment exercise to unpack further this result. Participants in the *Low frequency* group listed fewer environmental reasons for performing the behaviors included in the prime during goal commitment, relative to subjects in the *High frequency* group (*B* = -0.403, *p* \< 0.01). They also donated significantly less than participants in the control group, and marginally less than individuals, with a similar engagement level, exposed to the identity prime only (Panel A, Columns 2--4, [Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}).

### Impact of Identity Priming and Goal Commitment on Conditional Donation

We conclude the empirical analysis of Study 2 by reporting results on conditional donation. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} displays donation levels, conditional on others' donation, by experimental treatment. Consistent with other studies, participants are willing to give more as others' average donation level increases ([@B23]; [@B22]; [@B59]). This pattern is in line with the results on the social information treatment in Study 1, and is confirmed by regression analysis. Regressing subjects' own donation decision, elicited with the strategy method, on the level of others' average donation, we find that the former significantly increases with the latter ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}).

![Mean of conditional donation by treatment, Study 2. IP, identity priming; IP -- GC, identity priming and goal commitment. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.](fpsyg-10-00061-g004){#F4}

###### 

Effect of identity priming, goal commitment and level of others' donation on conditional donation, Study 2.

                      Conditional donation   
  ------------------- ---------------------- -------
  IP                  --0.019                0.037
  IP-GC               --0.003                0.037
  Other's donation    0.077\*\*\*            0.007
  Const               0.258                  0.026
  Obs                 5181                   
  No. clusters        471                    
  Log Likelihood      1296.991               
  Akaike Inf. Crit.   --2581.983             

IP denotes the identity priming treatment, GC denotes the goal commitment treatment. Standard errors reported in the SE(B) columns.

∗

significant at 10%;

∗∗

significant at 5%;

∗∗∗

significant at 1%.

The set of types, which we derive from the classification of participants' donation profiles, is also consistent with those identified in the literature on public good games. We classify 53.7% of subjects as unconditional cooperators, of which 33.1% are free-riders; 21% as conditional cooperators; 5.5% as anti-cooperators; and 2.5% with hump-shaped donation profiles. We could not classify 17.2% of participants according to these types. These shares differ from those observed in the existing literature on public good games ([@B23]; [@B22]; [@B59]). Many factors may explain this discrepancy, among which the difference in the experimental decision is likely to play a role.

We next explore whether the share of different donation profiles is affected by the treatments. [Table 8](#T8){ref-type="table"} shows that subjects in the identity prime treatment are significantly more likely to be classified as conditional cooperators (*t*-test, *p* \< 0.05). This increase mirrors a decrease of similar magnitude in the share of unconditional donors in the identity priming condition (*t*-test, *p* \< 0.10).

###### 

Conditional donation profiles by treatment, Study 2.

  Donation profile                    Control    IP
  ----------------------------------- ---------- ----------
  Unconditional cooperator:           0.705^a^   0.618^a^
     Free rider (donation \< 0.3)     0.432      0.382
     Medium (0.3 ≤ donation \< 0.7)   0.115      0.084
     High (donation ≥ 0.7)            0.158      0.151
  Conditional cooperator              0.194^1^   0.287^1^
  Anti-cooperator                     0.065      0.068
  Hump-shaped                         0.036      0.028
  Total classified                    139        251

IP denotes the identity priming treatment. Letters and numbers represent the significance of pairwise comparisons per experimental condition with T-test with different variances, two tails. Same letter in the row represents a significant difference with p \< 0.10; same number p \< 0.05

Finally, we conduct regression analysis also on the conditional donation decisions. We obtain similar results as when we analyze treatment effects on unconditional donation: the impact of the identity prime is negative but not significant for any formulation of the dependent variable ([Table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}).

Discussion
----------

The results from Study 2 overall support those of Study 1. Reminding individuals of their past pro-environmental behaviors leads to significantly higher reported environmental self-identity, which is, in turn, related to higher donation. However, overall, the impact of our manipulation on following pro-environmental decisions is negative, albeit not statistically significant. Once again, our results illustrate that making salient participants' morality does not lead to positive spillovers.

Even though we qualitatively replicate all the Study 1 results in Study 2, the overall significance level of our estimates is lower in the second experiment. We suggest potential explanations for this. First, the sample in Study 2 features, on average, wealthier participants. Higher income may be associated with higher donations and with lower sensitivity to the small incentives provided within the experiment ([@B8]; [@B42]; [@B2]). Indeed, we observe higher giving in Study 2, both relative to Study 1 and to previous experiments ([@B5]; [@B10]). Second, the elicitation of the donation decision differs between the two studies. Asking participants to make two choices and randomly selecting the payoff-relevant one may induce them to take each decision less seriously and translate in noisier decision outcomes. Third, the use of the strategy method may affect elicited donations. Evidence on the effect of the elicitation method on experimental subjects' behavior is mixed: whereas some studies observe consistent results across direct and strategy methods, others detect weaker treatment effects when the dependent variable is elicited through indirect strategies compared to direct ones (see [@B7] for a review).

As in Study 1, we observe strong heterogeneous effects of the identity prime, depending on subjects' engagement with the behaviors listed in the prime. The identity prime is positively associated with significantly higher levels of reported self-identity only among individuals who often engage in the prime's pro-environmental behaviors, but has no impact on subsequent donation among them. On the other hand, there is a negligible impact of the priming on identity and on donation among participants who seldom perform the behaviors.

Our results on conditional donation are consistent with the positive impact of social information that we observed in Study 1. Social information, it is argued, influences behaviors toward the desired social outcome thanks to the underlying positive correlation between one's and others' moral behavior ([@B62]; [@B63]; [@B31]; [@B53]; [@B1]; [@B19]; [@B54]; [@B76]; [@B34]). We confirm this mechanism thanks to the use of the strategy method. Further, the higher presence of conditional cooperators in the identity priming condition suggests that the lack of positive spillovers from the identity priming is primarily caused by contribution ethic, as individuals tend to be more compliant with the prevalent behavior.

Finally, contrary to our expectation and to prior evidence ([@B24]; [@B25]; [@B50]), goal commitment does not reverse the sign of spillovers from the identity priming exercise. On the contrary, we illustrate that goal commitment may even intensify the negative spillovers caused by the identity prime. Heterogeneity analysis reveals that the significant negative effect of goal commitment primarily arises among those subjects who report low engagement levels in the identity manipulation --the same participants who recalled fewer environmental reasons in the goal commitment exercise.

General Discussion
==================

We have attempted to experimentally test how past pro-environmental behaviors affect subsequent environmental decisions. In two online, incentive-compatible studies, we randomly manipulate environmental self-identity, by reminding participants of their past pro-environmental behaviors, and then ask them to make a pro-environmental decision. This set-up allows us to study the sign and magnitude of spillovers generated by the identity prime. Further, we explore the heterogeneous impact of the prime on the basis of individuals' responses to it. Finally, we investigate whether common behavioral policies, when integrated with identity priming, can affect the sign and magnitude of spillovers. Specifically, Study 1 focuses on social information, whereas Study 2 on goal commitment.

Sign and Magnitude of Spillover Effects
---------------------------------------

In both studies, identity priming does not result in positive spillover. Even when environmental self-identity is boosted by reminding individuals of a set of environmentally friendly behaviors they performed in the past, this positive effect on environmental self-identity hardly translates into higher levels of subsequent pro-environmental decisions. Rather, when asked to renounce to part of their participation endowment in support of an environmental organization, treated participants end up contributing lower amounts. This finding is at prima facie consistent with a moral credit model ([@B60]), which posits that the heightened sense of morality, resulting from previous moral actions, justifies reduced moral behaviors in subsequent choices. Our heterogeneity analysis, however, tells a more nuanced story.

A puzzling aspect of our results is that our identity prime replicates a methodology that previous studies find effective in inducing positive spillovers ([@B12]; [@B78], [@B80],[@B81]). We speculate that the sign of spillovers depends on how the psychological costs of behavioral inconsistency compares with the inherent costs of behaving morally. Indeed, previous studies achieving consistency mainly relied on self-reported measures ([@B12]; [@B78], [@B80],[@B81]) or effortless behaviors ([@B12]; [@B81]). Our behavioral outcome instead involves higher inherent personal cost. Hence, the negative spillovers we detect may conceivably be explained by the different relative weights of inconsistency with one's moral self and cost to behave morally faced by subjects in our studies. While we cannot formally test this, we support this speculation by noting that our results are consistent with evidence of moral licensing in the domain of charitable contribution ([@B40]; [@B60]; [@B10]), a very similar setting to ours.

Further research is needed to systematically investigate how the nature, and particularly the cost, of the dependent variable affects the sign and magnitude of spillovers from this type of intervention. The interaction between the features of past and subsequent moral environmental behaviors is also likely to matter. Indeed, our results are consistent with different theoretical perspectives. For instance, cognitive dissonance theory ([@B20]) claims that the higher (lower) the similarity among two behaviors, the higher (lower) the costs associated with behavioral inconsistency, and the higher (lower) the likelihood that one will engage in both ([@B72]; [@B73]). Thus, lack of consistency in our experiment may also derive from the difference between the outcome variable, donation to an environmental charity, and the behaviors included in the identity prime, rather than from the cost of the donation decision, as we hypothesize. Testing between different theories will require experimental studies, varying systematically the nature of both prior and subsequent behaviors.

Heterogeneity of Spillover Effects
----------------------------------

Our heterogeneity analysis also supports this view. The fact that negative spillovers are more pronounced among subjects with low levels of engagement in the behaviors included in the prime is consistent with the literature in two ways. First, according to the self-perception theory ([@B4]), lack of engagement results in a negative or non-significant inference of attitude from past deeds, as observed in our studies and in previous research ([@B12]; [@B78], [@B81]). Second, if past pro-environmental behaviors are too weakly connected to the moral self, or if they are not motivated by environmental considerations, they will not prompt cross-behavioral consistency. In a similar vein, it is possible to interpret the behavior of highly engaged participants, for whom we observe no positive spillovers either, in spite of the positive effect of the prime on their environmental self-identity. While they infer from the prime that they are environmentally friendly individuals, the signaling power of our manipulation is conceivably too low to give rise to positive spillovers for these individuals, given how common the target behaviors are ([@B73]).

Policy Implications
-------------------

Our studies investigate the interplay of multiple nudges when implemented in conjunction. First, we show how a behavioral tool, social information, successfully mitigates the negative spillovers caused by identity priming (Study 1). We argue that the negative spillovers from the identity priming may result either from a heightened sense of morality ([@B60]) or from the feeling of having already done one's own "fair share" ([@B38]; [@B33]; [@B73]). Social information may offset the former effect by inducing a feeling of moral incompleteness; and may overcome the latter by alleviating the feeling of unequal participation to the common cause. In Study 2, we provide evidence in favor of the second mechanism: the larger share of conditional cooperators in the identity priming treatments suggests that the intensity of negative spillovers depends on the prevailing norm. This implies that social influence mitigates such spillovers mainly because it corrects subjects' misperception that they contribute more than others.

Second, we find that goal commitment, which is found in other context to offset moral licensing ([@B24]; [@B25]; [@B50]), has no effect when combined with identity manipulation (Study 2). This result was the opposite of what we expected, since the goal commitment exercise, by making more salient the reasons for prior behaviors, was meant to strengthen the connection between those behaviors and the moral self and increase the psychological cost of inconsistency. The negative interplay between identity priming and goal commitment is conceivably due to the fact that those who fail to engage in prior environmental behaviors, also can recall few environmental motives behind those behaviors. Thus, for them, the combination of the two nudges undermined even more their self-identity, resulting in lower level of donation. This finding is in line with previous studies suggesting that, whenever it is possible to attribute the same behavior to different reasons, positive cross-behavioral spillovers are hardly achieved ([@B12]).

Another possible reason why our results do not replicate those of other studies using similar methods may lie in the specific nature of environmental decision. While the environment is commonly considered part of the moral sphere ([@B71]; [@B41]), it is in our opinion likely to fall within the category of imperfect duties, in spite of the severity of climate change. Fulfilling imperfect duties has a positive impact of one's moral self, but not following them does not threatened one's morality ([@B83]; [@B39]). Reminding individuals that they do not comply with imperfect duties does not activate compensating decisions, as it is usually observed in other moral decision settings ([@B60]; [@B85]; [@B37]), but rather results in negative consistency or no effect ([@B12]; [@B78], [@B80],[@B81]). This reasoning would suggest caution when extending the literature about moral behaviors to the environmental domain. A formal test of this argument would require an investigation into individual perception of environmental behaviors relative to other moral decisions.

Our results have important theoretical and practical implications. First, they contribute to the literature on spillover effects, by experimentally testing the impact of priming past environmental behaviors on subsequent decisions, through an incentive-compatible design and with a large and heterogeneous sample. Second, our heterogeneity analysis highlights the importance of targeting identity priming interventions to minimize negative spillovers. Finally, we identify nudges that can offset or exacerbate the negative spillovers from identity priming. In a world characterized by increasing exposure to behavioral policies, practitioners should pay attention to the unintended consequences of combining multiple behavioral tools.

Our work also presents some limitations. First, the significance of our results is rather weak, especially in Study 2. Even though we provide plausible explanations, future research should test the robustness of our results. Second, our results do not shed light on the process through which, according to our interpretation of the empirical results, individuals balance the costs of behavioral consistency against the those of acting morally. Finally, it is certainly disappointing that we do not succeed in generating positive spillovers, even among the most engaged subjects.

Conclusion
==========

To summarize, we study how past pro-environmental behaviors affect subsequent environmental decisions, and the role played by common behavioral policies. Overall, the two experimental studies -- carried out on a heterogeneous sample and in an incentive compatible way -- provide evidence that past pro-environmental actions strengthen environmental self-identity, but, at the same time, fail to promote following pro-environmental decisions. Even worse, they generate negative spillovers among subjects who engage less in pro-environmental behaviors. Finally, we show that, depending on which behavioral strategy is put in place, negative spillovers can be either mitigated or magnified.
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Despite their relatively recent adoption as data collection tools, online labor platforms offer reliable results, as shown by replications of well-known experiments ([@B55]; [@B35]; [@B69]; [@B14]).

The Supplementary Material available online reports the entire text of the pilot study.

We pool the self-identity only and self-identity plus social information treatments in Column 1 because the prime and manipulation check preceded the social information treatment. Indeed, the impact of the identity prime on self-identity does not differ between the two treatments. Result available upon request.

The independent variable does not need to predict the dependent variable to test mediation effects ([@B65]; [@B36]).

Hausman test confirmed that random effects are appropriate in our setting.

We dropped 23 participants from the sample: 22 of them because of missing data, and 1 because she repeated the task twice.

As in Study 1, we pool the self-identity only and self-identity plus goal commitment treatments in Column 1. Even if the manipulation check followed goal commitment, the impact of the identity prime on self-identity does not differ between the two treatments. Result available upon request.

Supplementary Material
======================

The Supplementary Material for this article can be found online at: <https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.00061/full#supplementary-material>
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